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GLOSSARY

Bages The region around Manresa, centered on the Pla de Bages
(plain of the Bages), which offers a rare spot of relatively
level ground in the otherwise rugged lower Pyrenean
foothills, as the rivers Cardoner and Llobregat approach
their confluence some 5km south of Manresa. Long
demarcated by the borders of the vegueria (q.v.) of the Bages.

Batlle Bailiff. Royal bailiffs were low-level crown officials who
nonetheless had significant executive and fiscal powers at the
local level.

Castellan A ‘feudal’ lord who, by right of his status as a member of the
gentry, the lowest order of nobility, had a right to
monopolize violence on his estate, acting as judge and
legislator for his tenants, except where such rights were
expressly reserved to the king. In the fourteenth century,
castellans could be either donzells (squires) or knights. Persons
generoses, as they were known, were represented by the braç
armada (noble estate) in the Catalan Parliament.

Censal Originally any annual rent, including ‘emphyteusis’, or
quit-rent on land. In its most influential form, this was a
perpetual, transferable instrument of public debt secured on
civic revenues and paying between 5 and 10 per cent
interest. These became widely available after 1359, and their
widespread acceptance and contractual legality resulted in
the subsequent spread of ‘private censals’, guaranteed by the
government, as a means of transferring capital between
individuals on a long-term basis. A relatively conservative
investment which nonetheless proved both stable and
popular with holders of capital throughout the later
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Conseller The terms conseller and ‘consul’ are used interchangeably to
indicate a member of the city’s highest body, the Council of
Four (or, from 1323–55, the Council of Six). This council

xvi
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Glossary

was never known in any official document as the Council of
Four (or Six); the term is only used here for clarity. This
body was almost always attended by a larger body of jurats,
whose powers, except perhaps during a brief revolutionary
spell in the 1360s, were distinctly inferior to those of the
consellers. The term ‘councillors’ as used in the text usually
indicates the larger governing group of consuls and jurats.
Consellers served for one year and were elected every 1 April.
Election conferred the lifetime title venerabilis on a conseller,
giving them titular parity with knights and donzells, until
knights were awarded the superior title honorabilis in 1354.

Corts Catalan Parliament. This consisted of the braç ecclesiastic
(representing the clergy) the braç armada (representing the
nobility and the knighthood), and the braç reial (representing
the citizens of the royal cities and towns). Beginning in the
early fourteenth century, Manresa, like most royal cities, sent
two representatives to the Corts. Barcelona customarily sent
five.

Diputació The ‘permanent arm’ of the Catalan Corts, which began its
existence in 1359, at the time that the public debt became
permanent as a result of the massive borrowing (facilitated
by sales of violaris and censals) that occurred as a result of the
Castilian War (commonly known as the War of the Two
Peters, 1356–75). The formation of the Diputació was the
result of a compromise between the Corts and the Crown
over the management of the newly expanded funded public
debt.

Jurat One of between sixteen and thirty men who sat as an
advisory body to the consellers. They sat for one year and
received no title. Together with the consellers, the jurats made
up the Consell Special, which was most often entrusted with
voting on the legislative decisions of civic government. Jurats
were drawn from a more economically diverse background
than the generally much wealthier consellers.

Mas Manse. An isolated, usually fortified farmhouse held by a
(frequently prosperous) tenant family, who were subject to
the jurisdiction of a lord, usually a castellan.

Rentier A term usually reserved in the Catalan context for a
non-noble, urban-dwelling male householder who
identified himself by his not having to work or engage in
active entrepreneurial activity due to his ability and
inclination to live off the income from rents. In the early
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Glossary

fourteenth century such rentiers sought to base their claims
on descent from a castellan family. By the fifteenth century,
rentier-ism was increasingly identified with the emergent
urban ‘class’ known as ‘ciutadans honrats ’ (honoured citizens).

Sèquia An ambitious irrigation system begun by Manresan civic
authorities after the droughts of 1333 and complete under
private contract towards 1400. One of the most extensive
engineering projects of late medieval Catalonia. It includes
26km of canals and many aqueducts, and brought ample
irrigation to many parts of the Pla de Bages.

Veguer Catalan rendering of the Latin Vicarius, or ‘lieutenant.’ This
was the name given to the high-level royal officials appointed
to administer royal justice in Catalonia, whose functions
were expanded from the late twelfth century until about the
mid-fourteenth century, when the system reached maturity.

Vegueria A substantial territory administered by a veguer; often more
than 50×50km in extent. The vegueria of the Bages also
included for much of the fourteenth century a sotsvegueria
(sub-vegueria) whose capital was Berga, a smaller royal town
to the north.

Violari An annuity secured on civic revenues, paying between
14 per cent and 17 per cent interest, which paid only for the
duration of the life of the buyer and a named heir. The
principal was not repaid. These were promulgated in large
numbers in Catalonia only between 1359 and about 1370,
when they were phased out of government finance due to
their high interest rates compared with censals. Private violaris
also spread from this time, and continued to exist after the
phase-out of their public cousins.
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NOTES ON CITATIONS, MONEY, NAMES,
AND ACCENTUATION

citations

With the notable exception of the Liber Manifesti, few of the Manresan
volumes utilized in this study contain page numbers, that is, they were
unfoliated. It has therefore been necessary to cite Manresan sources using
the dating of the entry. In almost all cases, the registers followed a strict
chronological order, so that references should be almost as easy to locate
as if folio numbers were present. After 1352, Catalan scribes used the
‘modern’ system of noting the date, and these have been converted to the
modern system, using the notation yyyy.mm.dd. For earlier references,
the scribes used the Roman system, and these have been abbreviated for
easy reference. 3i6 means the third day before the ides of June, 3k6 means
the third day before the kalends of June, and 3n6 means the third day
before the nones of June. Data for certain Liber Manifesti householders
have been cited according to the folio upon which their entry begins. In
cases where data from many householders have been compiled, individual
citations have been omitted.

money

The primary Catalan money of our period was the diner de tern of
Barcelona. This was derived from the old Carolingian system where
a pound (librum) comprised 20 shillings (solidi) with each shilling valued
at 12 pence (denarii), making a total of 240 pence per pound. The Catalan
names were lliura, sou, and diner, abbreviated £ / s / d. In 1346, Pere III
ordered the creation of a gold Aragonese Florin, in deliberate imitation of
a recent Florentine issue that itself followed earlier Genoese and Venetian
issues. After several devaluations these were fixed at a rate of 11 sous per
florin from 1366.1 These florins were never much used or quoted in
our sources, however. Similarly uncommon was the old judicial money

1 ACA, Real Patrimonio, Maestre Racional, Reg. 347, unfoliated, final (summary) page.
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Notes on citations, money, and names

of account, mostly used in our period for the purpose of levying fines,
which was also reckoned in gold and known as the morabat́ı. By the 1370s
this was valued at 9 sous.2 In Aragon proper the basic coinage after 1197
was not the Catalan sou but the dinar of Jaca.3 Valencia also had its own
silver diner, from 1247.

catalan names

The rulers of the House of Barcelona (to 1410) are given in their Catalan
form whenever possible, since Catalan was their primary language. These
are followed by regnal dates at the first mention in a chapter. The Counts
of Barcelona are referred to as kings, because with very few excep-
tions this is how they were known in contemporary Catalan documents.
Furthermore, the Trastámara kings who came to the Aragonese throne
from 1412 are called by their Castilian names, since the family was, and
remained, more Castilian than Catalan. Later medieval Manresan sources
give personal names in both Catalan and Latin; where possible, these
have been Catalanized to reflect vernacular practice. The Catalan offi-
cial known as the veguer presents some difficulties in translation. While
Stephen Bensch and Philip Daileader use ‘vicar’ for veguer, I have opted
here to keep the Catalan term ‘veguer’ for the most part, since the term
‘vicar’ has other connotations in English. In a similar vein, while ‘batlle’
translates quite nicely as bailiff, both terms are used for variety. The
terms consellers and ‘consuls’ are used interchangeably to indicate a mem-
ber of the city’s highest body, the Council of Four (or, from 1323–55,
the Council of Six). The term ‘councillors’ as used in the text usually
indicates the larger governing group of consuls and jurats. The sèquia
of Manresa is usually spelled using modern Catalan spelling, although
early twentieth-century Catalan spelled it ‘cequia’, and there were several
medieval variations. Zaragoza, which is an Aragonese (as opposed to
Catalan) city, is spelled as per modern Aragonese spelling. The names of
Spanish historians, whether Catalan or Castilian, are increasingly subject
to a movement to use only a single surname (the primer apellido); in this
book both surnames are generally used in bibliographical entries and
when authors are first introduced; sometimes, particularly with repeti-
tion, only the primer apellido is used.

2 MC 1372.5.21.
3 Thomas N. Bisson, Conservation of Coinage: Monetary Exploitation and its Restraint in France,

Catalonia, and Aragon (c.A.D.1000–c.1225) (Oxford, 1979), p. 86.
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Notes on citations, money, and names

accentuation

Regarding accentuation: fourteenth-century Manresan sources in Cata-
lan do not regularly utilize accents, but, rather, the medieval system of
abbreviation carried over from Latin (in which the ‘i’ looks like an accent
agut); transcriptions of medieval texts, including names, will sometimes
lack accents where modern Catalan usage would so dictate. Meanwhile,
while efforts have been made to utilize correct accentuation, there are
increasingly frequent cases in which modern databases (Iberian and other-
wise) have dropped accents from the names of Iberian authors, or where
transliteration from one Iberian language to another has occurred, or
where there has been a change of accepted practice in Castilian or Cata-
lan since the publication date of older works, or indeed, a simple inability
to agree on the part of native speakers, all of which result in a plurality
of acceptable representations. French is likewise problematic, as when
some older spellings of Moyen Age insist upon a circumflex over the A
(thus Â), while others (seemingly the majority now) drop it.
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THE KINGS OF CATALONIA-ARAGON

Dates
Catalan name and
regnal number

Aragonese name and
regnal number

Name in
English

1162–96 Alfons I Alfonso II Alphonse
1196–1213 Pere I Pedro II Peter
1213–76 Jaume I Jaime I James
1276–85 Pere II Pedro III
1285–91 Alfons II Alfonso III
1291–1327 Jaume II Jaume II
1327–36 Alfons III Alfonso IV
1336–87 Pere III Pedro IV
1387–96 Joan I Juan I John
1396–1410 Martı́ I Martı́n I Martin
1412–16 (Ferran I)4 Fernando I Ferdinand
1416–58 (Alfons IV) Alfonso V
1458–79 (Joan II) Juan II
1479–1516 (Ferran II) Fernando II

4 The native Catalan House of Barcelona, which could trace its ancestry back to Count Guifré el
Pelos (Geoffrey the Hairy) in the late ninth century, perished with King Martı́ I in 1410. Paren-
theses indicate that from the time of the first Trastámara king of Aragon (1412), the Aragonese
monarchs were largely Castilian (or in the case of Alfonso V, Italian) in language and outlook.
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